See the entire fuel supply chain. Buy and sell smarter.
Retail fuel prices, in real time, for the first time in Australia.

OPIS – Oil Price Information Service – now provides the Australian fuel industry with access to daily petrol and diesel prices as they change, updated in real time. OPIS captures and reports the true price at the fuel pump, not merely the TGP, at 6,500 retail sites across Australia.

**OPIS data and services for Australia.**

- **Petrol and Diesel Prices and Margins**
  Know real-time and historical fuel prices at 6,500+ retail stations in Australia

- **Australia Oil Market Price Report**
  Weekly report gives you full price transparency across the entire supply chain from spot to retail

- **Retail Radius Report**
  Analyze your local fuel market

- **Fuel Stations and Products List**
  Stay on top of station openings, closings and brand changes at each site across Australia

- **TGP Fuel Forecast**
  Estimate the direction of prices ahead of official notification from your supplier

**Take control of the pricing cycle.**

Track prices and margins for your local markets as they change. OPIS reports wholesale TGP posted prices and forecasts where prices are headed 24 to 48 hours in advance. Our market analysis includes net wholesale buying prices. Negotiate better deals and make more informed decisions, whether you work in retail, wholesale, refining, storage, real estate or another segment of the supply chain.

**Gain access to daily petrol and diesel prices in real time.**

For the first time in Australia, retailers can access real-time and historical pricing data by product, brand and station. Monitor competitor pricing throughout the day. React faster to protect your profits and improve pricing strategies with our online tools and data.

**From competitors to suppliers, know trends, prices and margins.**

Our FOB Spot Singapore and landed spot pricing provide reliable benchmarks. Supplier-specific wholesale prices by product and by brand help you validate your pricing. Use our margin calculations to track profit performance.
A global authority on fuel pricing is now publishing in Australia.

OPIS tracks the entire fuel supply chain, from refinery gate to end user including spot, rack and retail markets worldwide. OPIS prices are tied to nearly 100 billion gallons of fuel per year. We bring 40+ years of expertise in downstream energy products to the Australian fuel market.

**Singapore Spot**
Daily updates on key prices and trends that influence Australia’s markets

**Landed Spot**
Wholesale value of Singapore petrol & diesel prices at key Australia ports

**TGP wholesale**
Updated daily by terminal, by product, by brand, with key benchmark averages and 24-48 hours advance notice of price movement

**Australia retail**
More than 6,500 actual petrol station prices, updated daily, in real time

Total price transparency for Australia’s fuel supply chain.

OPIS, a global provider of benchmark spot, rack (wholesale) and retail fuel pricing, is expanding into Australia. This makes OPIS the sole Australian information provider that can link the entire fuel supply chain across the continent.
Who we help:

RETAILERS
Discover a better way to track your retail station performance and competitor’s board prices

DISTRIBUTORS
Benchmark your wholesale buying prices with OPIS Singapore and Australian Landed Spot

CONSUMERS
Understand the fuel markets, prices and trends

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Make successful investments and acquisitions with OPIS benchmarks and site-level data

ASSOCIATIONS / AUTO CLUBS
Keep your members informed on market pricing and analysis

INDUSTRIAL / AGRICULTURAL
Buy smarter using information across the wholesale fuel supply chain

MEDIA
Inform the public about pricing trends on a national and local level

GOVERNMENT / CONSULTING
Access real-time and historical prices and margins to incorporate into reports or analysis

About OPIS
Since 1977, OPIS (Oil Price Information Service) by IHS Markit has provided price transparency across the global fuel supply chain so that all stakeholders can buy and sell energy commodities with confidence. We continue to do this through accurate pricing, real-time news, powerful software tools and educational events and training.

Our commitment to reliability is reinforced by world-class customer service and constant innovation. OPIS listens to what customers need and responds with easy-to-use solutions. Navigating world oil markets is complex – OPIS makes it simpler.

For a FREE trial:
Australia.opisnet.com
+1 301 284 2033
dlevine@opisnet.com